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A Day-by-Day Chronicle of the 2013-2016 Ebola Outbreak Nov 10 2020 This powerful history describes the daily progression
of the Ebola outbreak that swept across West Africa and struck Europe and America from December 2013 to June 2016. A case
study on a massive scale, it follows the narratives of numerous patients as well as the journey of physicians and scientists from
discovery to action and from tracking to containment. The unfolding story reveals ever-shifting complexities such as the varied
paths the infection took from country to country, the multiple responses of community members, and the occurrence of flare-ups
when the outbreak was seemingly over. The book’s finely-documented present-tense reporting records key facts, events, and
observations, including: Routes of Ebola transmission, incubation, symptoms, short- and long-term effects on survivors Early
attempts to understand and contain the virus and curb practices contributing to its spread Medical, governmental, and public
responses, from local education programs to global efforts Communication and conflict between healthcare workers and
communities Social and economic outcomes of Ebola in the affected nations Ebola remains incurable, although a vaccine is now
available. For members of the medical community, public health officials, medical historians, scholarly professionals, and
interested laypeople, A Day-by-Day Chronicle of the 2013-2016 Ebola Outbreak makes starkly clear what we can learn from
these events not only for future outbreaks of Ebola, but also for the emergence of as-yet unknown diseases.
A Hospital for Ashe County Jun 05 2020 When Ashe County Memorial Hospital opened in November 1941, it was the
realization of a dream for the poor, sparsely populated county in the mountains of northwestern North Carolina. Building a
hospital is a major undertaking for any community at any time. Accomplishing this in the waning days of the Great Depression
and on the brink of World War II, while scant local resources were taxed by catastrophic floods and severe snows, was a
remarkable feat of community organization. This is the story of the generations of supporters, doctors, nurses, emergency
personnel and others whose lives are interwoven with regional health care and the planning, building and operation of (the
"new") Ashe Memorial Hospital. This legacy, brought to life through 114 photographs and personal interviews with 97
individuals, traces the development of health care in a remote Appalachian community, from the days of folk remedies and
midwives, to horseback doctors and early infirmaries, to the technological advances and outreach efforts of today's Ashe
Memorial Hospital.
What Went Wrong Aug 08 2020 What Went Wrong: Twenty Years of Airline Accidents (1996 to 2015), examines the defining
accidents of the period. From the human, procedural and mechanical failures which caused them, as well as some where the
final conclusion remains undefined or disputed. To the positive changes they inspired on all those involved and the industry at
large, which ultimately helped to make airline transport safer for the world’s travelling public. What Went Wrong’s greater
depth and enhanced insight of the involved issues and investigative process better illustrates—than other publications,

documentaries or media coverage—each unfortunate event for the aviation aficionado, enthusiast and the everyday reader alike.
Bosnia and Herzegovina Mar 03 2020 This 2015 Article IV Consultation highlights that the economic growth in Bosnia and
Herzegovina is expected to rebound to more than 2 percent in 2015, as economic activity is picking up in Europe. Industrial
activity and exports have been gathering momentum. Domestic political risks weigh heavily on the outlook. The risk of policy
slippages and delays in implementation of the Reform Agenda is significant given the complex political set up and the strong
opposition to reforms from vested interests. On the external side, risks are more balanced, as stagnation in Europe, possible
financial market strains, or geopolitical tensions could dampen growth, while a faster recovery in Europe or the resolution of
trade issues with the European Union could spur exports.
Ukraine in the Crossfire Jan 13 2021 Ukraine is embroiled in a bloody civil war. Both sides stand accused of collaborating
with fascists, of committing war crimes, of serving foreign interests. This proxy-war between Russia and the West was
accompanied by a fierce information war. This book separates fact from fiction with extensive and reliable documentation.
While remaining critical of Russia and the Donbass rebellion, De Ploeg demonstrates that many of the recent disasters can be
traced to Ukrainian ultranationalists, pro-western political elites and their European and North-American backers. Ukraine in the
Crossfire tackles the importance of ultranationalist violence during and after the EuroMaidan movement, and documents how
many of these groups are heirs to former nazi-collaborators. It shows how the Ukrainian state has seized on the ultranationalist
war-rhetoric to serve its own agenda, clamping down on civil liberties on a scale unprecedented since Ukrainian independence.
De Ploeg argues that Kiev itself has been the biggest obstacle to peace in Donbass, with multiple leaks suggesting that US
officials are pushing for a pro-war line in Ukraine. With the nation ?s eyes turned towards Russia, the EU and IMF have
successfully pressured Ukraine into adopting far-reaching austerity programs, while oligarchic looting of state assets and
massive tax-avoidance facilitated by western states continue unabated. De Ploeg documents the local roots of the Donbass
rebellion, the overwhelming popularity of Crimea's secession, and shows that support for Ukraine's pro-western turn remains far
from unanimous, with large swathes of Ukraine's Russophone population opting out of the political process. Nevertheless, De
Ploeg argues, the pro-Western and pro-Russian camps are often similar: neoliberal, authoritarian, nationalist and heavily
dependent on foreign support. In a wider exploration of Russo-Western relations, he examines similarities between the
contemporary Russian state and its NATO counterparts, showing how the two power blocs have collaborated in some of their
worst violent excesses. A far cry from civilizational or ideological clashes, De Ploeg argues that the current tensions flow from
NATO ?s military dominance and aggressive posture, both globally and within eastern Europe, where Russia seeks to preserve
the status-quo. Packed with shocking facts, deftly moving from the local to the international, from the historical to the recent; De
Ploeg connects the dots.
Ukraine Nov 30 2019 This paper discusses Ukraine’s Request for Extended Arrangement Under the Extended Fund Facility
(EFF) and Cancellation of Stand-by Arrangement (SBA). Despite tangible progress under the SBA, the crisis in Ukraine has
increased its balance of payments and adjustment needs beyond what can be achieved under the current program. The
authorities’ new four-year IMF-supported program aims to decisively address these challenges. The program lays out a strategy
to restore financial and economic stability and resolve long-standing structural obstacles to growth. In view of Ukraine’s large
external financing needs and the authorities’ strong policy commitments, the IMF staff supports approval of Ukraine’s four-year
Extended Arrangement under the EFF with access equivalent to SDR 12.348 billion.
UKIP Jul 27 2019 The UK Independence Party (Ukip) is the most significant new force in British politics for a generation.
Under the leadership of Nigel Farage, the party has enjoyed a remarkable rise, winning the 2014 European Parliament elections
as well as two parliamentary by-elections, and attracting mainstream defectors to achieve major party status. By the time of the
2015 general election, Farage and Ukip stood on the threshold of becoming a major force at Westminster. This account is a
must-read for anyone interested in the inside story of Ukip's quest to change British politics during one of the most
unpredictable and dramatic elections in recent history. Based on unprecedented access to the party and its key players, the book
pulls back the curtain on one of the most intriguing campaigns in living memory. It includes behind the scenes observations
from the campaign trail and more than one hundred interviews - with leading Ukip insiders such as Nigel Farage, Douglas
Carswell, and Mark Reckless, as well as major donors, strategists, and figures from across the political landscape as they
grappled with Ukip's rise. Matthew Goodwin and Caitlin Milazzo reveal what really happened during the 2015 election
campaign and in the by-elections and defections which preceded it, providing detailed accounts of the critical moments that
shaped both the election itself and British politics more widely. The book also makes extensive use of British Election Study
data from over five decades to answer important questions about the rise of Ukip and what it signifies. Who voted for Ukip and
why? How are political loyalties in Britain changing over time? What are the deeper currents that have made Ukip's rise possible
and will continue to shape its future? And what does the party's campaign for power reveal about the current evolution of British
politics and society? UKIP takes readers inside the campaign, telling for the first time the exciting inside story of a new party
attempting to redraw the map of British politics.
Report to Congress of the U.S.-China Economic and Security Review Commission Dec 24 2021
Ethiopia's agrifood system: Past trends, present challenges, and future scenarios Oct 29 2019 Ethiopia has experienced
impressive agricultural growth and poverty reduction, stemming in part from substantial public investments in agriculture. Yet,
the agriculture sector now faces increasing land and water constraints along with other challenges to growth. Ethiopia’s
Agrifood System: Past Trends, Present Challenges, and Future Scenarios presents a forward-looking analysis of Ethiopia’s
agrifood system in the context of a rapidly changing economy. Growth in the agriculture sector remains essential to continued
poverty reduction in Ethiopia and will depend on sustained investment in the agrifood system, especially private sector
investment. Many of the policies for a successful agricultural and rural development strategy for Ethiopia are relevant for other
African countries, as well. Ethiopia’s Agrifood System should be a valuable resource for policymakers, development specialists,

and others concerned with economic development in Africa south of the Sahara.
Iraq in the Twenty-First Century Mar 27 2022 Much has been written about the events surrounding the 2003 Anglo-American
invasion of Iraq and its aftermath, especially about the intentions, principles, plans and course of action of US policy, but much
less attention has been given to the consequences of US policy on Iraqi political and social development. This book provides an
in-depth analysis of the impact of US policy on the social and political development of Iraq in the twenty-first century. It shows
how not just the institutions of the state were destroyed in 2003, leaving the way open for sectarianism, but also the country’s
cultural integrity, political coherence, and national-oriented economy. It outlines how Iraq has been economically impoverished,
assessing the appalling situation which ordinary people, including women and children, have endured, not just as a result of the
2003 war, but also as a consequence of the 1991 war and the sanctions imposed in the following years. The book argues that the
social, political, and cultural ruin that accompanied the Iraq war was an absolute catastrophe; that the policies which had such
adverse effects were the foreseeable consequences of deliberate policy choices; and that those responsible continue to evade
being made accountable.
Ciottone's Disaster Medicine E-Book Mar 15 2021 The most comprehensive resource of its kind, Ciottone’s Disaster Medicine,
2nd Edition, thoroughly covers isolated domestic events as well as global disasters and humanitarian crises. Dr. Gregory
Ciottone and more than 200 worldwide authorities share their knowledge and expertise on the preparation, assessment, and
management of both natural and man-made disasters, including terrorist attacks and the threat of biological warfare. Part 1
offers an A-to-Z resource for every aspect of disaster medicine and management, while Part 2 features an exhaustive
compilation of every conceivable disaster event, organized to facilitate quick reference in a real-time setting. Quickly grasp key
concepts, including identification of risks, organizational preparedness, equipment planning, disaster education and training, and
more advanced concepts such as disaster risk reduction, tactical EMS, hazard vulnerability analysis, impact of disaster on
children, and more. Understand the chemical and biologic weapons known to exist today, as well as how to best manage
possible future events and scenarios for which there is no precedent. Consult this title on your favorite e-reader. Be prepared for
man-made disasters with new sections that include Topics Unique to Terrorist Events and High-Threat Disaster Response and
Operational Medicine (covering tactical and military medicine). Get a concise overview of lessons learned by the responders to
recent disasters such as the earthquake in Haiti, Hurricane Sandy, the 2014 Ebola outbreak, and active shooter events like Sandy
Hook, CT and Aurora, CO. Learn about the latest technologies such as the use of social media in disaster response and mobile
disaster applications. Ensure that everyone on your team is up-to-date with timely topics, thanks to new chapters on disaster
nursing, crisis leadership, medical simulation in disaster preparedness, disaster and climate change, and the role of nongovernmental agencies (NGOs) in disaster response – a critical topic for those responding to humanitarian needs overseas.
Texas Almanac 2014–2015 Nov 22 2021 FEATURES OF THE TEXAS ALMANAC 2014–2015 • Sketches of eight historic
ranches of Texas by Texana writer Mike Cox. • Article on the Texas art and artists by Houston businessman and art collector
J.P. Bryan, who has amassed the world’s largest Texana collection. • Coverage of the 2012 elections, redistricting, and the 2012
Texas Olympic medalists. • An update on Major League Baseball in Texas. • Lists of sports champions — high school, college,
and professional. MAJOR SECTIONS UPDATED FOR EACH EDITION • The Environment, including geology, plant life,
wildlife, rivers, and lakes. • Weather highlights of the previous two years, plus a list of destructive weather dating from 1766. •
Two-year Astronomical Calendar that shows moon phases, times of sunrise and sunset, moonrise and moonset, eclipses, and
meteor showers. • Recreation, with details on state and national parks and forests, landmarks, and fairs and festivals. • Sports,
including lists of high school football and basketball champions, professional sports teams, Texas Olympians, and Texas Sports
Hall of Fame inductees. • Counties section, with detailed county maps and profiles for Texas’s 254 counties. • Population
figures from the 2010 US Census and State Data Center estimates as of 2012. • Comprehensive list of Texas Cities and Towns. •
Politics, Elections, and information on Federal, State, and Local Governments. • Culture and the Arts, including a list of civic
and religious Holidays. • Religion census of 2010 by denomination and adherents; breakdown on metro areas and counties. •
Health and Science, with charts of vital statistics. • Education, including a complete list of colleges and universities, and UIL
results. • Business and Transportation, with an expanded section on Oil and Gas. • Agriculture, including data on production of
crops, fruits, vegetables, livestock, and dairy. • Obituaries of notable Texans. • Pronunciation Guide to Texas town and county
names.
Rita’S Story Dec 12 2020 This is the true story of a young womans fight to survive, and try to live as normal a life as possible
despite her medical problems. When I met Rita she was a single mother, held a full-time job, and lived as though nothing was
wrong in her life. She taught me not to dwell on the problems that we have no control over, but to look forward to the wonderful
world that we live in. She was, and always will be The Wind Beneath My Wings!
Federal Register Apr 15 2021
Digital Online Culture, Identity, and Schooling in the Twenty-First Century Sep 28 2019 Digital Online Culture, Identity
and Schooling in the Twenty-First Century provides a cultural, ideological critique of identity construction in the context of
virtualization. Kimberly Rosenfeld explores the growing number of people who no longer reside in one physical reality but live,
work, and play in multiple realities. Rosenfeld's critique of neo-liberal practices in the digital environment brings to light the ongoing hegemonic and counter-hegemonic battles over control of education in the digital age. Rosenfeld draws conclusions for
empowering the population through schooling, and how it should understand, respond to, and help individuals live out the
information revolution.
Political Craps Jun 17 2021 We the people of the United States, in Order to form a more perfect Union, establish Justice, insure
domestic tranquillity, provide for the common defence, promote the general Welfare, and secure the Blessings of Liberty to
ourselves and our Posterity, do herby vow to actively participate as informed citizens, holding ourselves and our representatives
accountable, in the conduct of our nation’s affairs to serve all generations now and in the future. Obamacare. IRS Scandal. NSA

& Privacy. BridgeGate… Anthony Weiner. Chris Christie. Tom Ford. Bob Filner… Shutdown vs Meltdown. Gridlock,
TeaParty. Rep. vs. Dem… Deficits. Lobbyists. Unemployment. Opinion Polls… They’re all here and it’s all up to you! Enough
is enough and the time for action is now. Everyone says they’re fed up with the partisan rancor, inefficient government, and the
“blame games.” People cry for leadership and apathetically accept the status quo. In Political CRAPS. Author Tom Ufert lays it
all out as a former political insider and holds both politicians & voters accountable. He reminds us all that with freedom comes
responsibility and change takes action. “A Government by the people, for the people.”
Handbook of Research on Narrative Interactions Apr 03 2020 Our understanding of the concept of narrative has undergone a
significant transformation over time, particularly today as new communication technologies are developed and popularized. As
new narrative genres are born and old ones undergo great change by the minute, a thorough understanding can shed light on
which storytelling elements work best in what format. That deep understanding can then help build strong, satisfying stories.
The Handbook of Research on Narrative Interactions is an essential publication that examines the relationships between types of
narratives in a shifting and widening scope of storytelling forms. While highlighting a wide range of topics including
contemporary culture, advertising, and transmedia storytelling, this book is ideally designed for media professionals, content
creators, advertisers, entrepreneurs, researchers, academicians, and students.
Common Core Dilemma—Who Owns Our Schools? Jun 25 2019 Nothing provided
Emerging Bond Markets Feb 23 2022 The bond market is a key securities market and emerging economies present exciting,
new investment opportunities. This timely book provides insights into these emerging bond markets through empirical models
and analytical databases, i.e. Bloomberg, Eikon Refinitiv and the Russian Cbonds. The book looks at the dynamics of the
development of emerging bond markets, their competitiveness, features and patterns using macro and micro level data. It also
takes into consideration various securities type i.e. government, corporate, sub-federal and municipal bonds, to identify
respective challenges and risks. The book also analyses factors that may inhibit or stimulate a well-balanced financial market. It
includes case studies of Asian, Latin American and Russian bond markets, as also as cross-country comparisons. It will be a
useful reference for anyone who is interested to learn more of the bond market and the modelling techniques for critical data
analysis.
LexisNexis Practice Guide: Massachusetts Administrative Law and Practice Jul 07 2020 LexisNexis Practice Guide:
Massachusetts Administrative Law and Practice helps attorneys to gain valuable insight into Massachusetts administrative
practices and procedures that are useful to practitioners before both administrative agencies and courts. The Manual provides
detailed discussion of both procedural and substantive considerations, together with comprehensive summaries of helpful legal
principles and standards of review from highly experienced Massachusetts lawyers and judges. The Manual contains relevant
statutes, regulations and court rules. The Manual serves as an easy-to- use “desk reference” to help avoid potential challenges
facing administrative law practitioners.
Indian Ocean Futures Jan 25 2022 Indian Ocean studies, which once lagged behind studies of the Atlantic and the Pacific, is
an important emerging academic field which has come into its own. In the next fifty years, the Indian Ocean Region will
become very significant as a result of enormous demographic changes. What was the Ocean of the South is rapidly becoming
the Ocean of the Centre, the Ocean of the Future. Curtin University, Western Australia, has a long and distinguished history of
engagement with the Indian Ocean region and with Indian Ocean Studies, and its Australia-Asia-Pacific Institute of Curtin
University continues to maintain a focus on the Indian Ocean -past, present and future. This book examines a number of themes
emerging from its 2014 Conference entitled "Indian Ocean Futures", which attracted some of the best Indian Ocean region
scholars. The conference connected humanities, social sciences and scientific disciplines; this book collects some of the
preeminent works focused on geo-strategic, cultural, environmental security and human security themes. The book is also an
important contribution to the building of academic diplomacy in the region – that is to say, it contributes to region-building by
creating epistemic communities and networks between government, the private sector, and academia throughout the region.
Through the pursuit of academic diplomacy, academics are capable of pursuing research goals which enhance governmental,
business, and civil society objectives of the day. This book was previously published as a special issue of the Journal of the
Indian Ocean Region.
Lessons of Love from Above Oct 02 2022 This book is a guide to improve our daily lives through the practice of wisdom
teachings from the masters. These teachings are in agreement with those of A Course in Miracles as well as Gary Renard’s later
writings.
Photographs Sep 01 2022
Confirmation Hearings on Federal Appointments Sep 08 2020
Managing Digital Enterprise Feb 11 2021 This book describes the setup of digital enterprises and how to manage them,
focusing primarily on the important knowledge and essential understanding of digital enterprise management required by
managers and decision makers in organizations. It covers ten essential knowledge areas of this field: • Foundation of Digital
Enterprise • Technology Foundation and Talent Management for Digital Enterprise • Digital Enterprise Strategy Planning and
Implementation • B2C Digital Enterprise: E-tailing • B2C Digital Enterprise: E-Services • B2B Digital Enterprise and Supply
Chain • Digital Platforms • Digital Marketing and Advertising • Digital Payment Systems • Mobile Enterprise Overall, this text
provides the reader with the basics to understand the rapid development of digitization, facilitated by the dramatic advancements
in digital technologies, extensively connected networks, and wider adoption of computing devices (especially mobile devices),
as more and more organizations are realizing the strategic importance of digitization (e.g., sustainable growth of the
organization, competitive advantage development and enhancement) and are embarking on digital enterprise.
Oswaal CBSE Accountancy, English Core, Business Studies & Economics Class 11 Sample Question Papers + Question
Bank (Set of 8 Books) (For 2023 Exam) Oct 22 2021 CBSE Sample Paper Class 11 Accountancy, English Core, Business

Studies & Economics for Exams 2022-2023 is one of the best CBSE Reference Books for Class 11 exams 2022-23. It includes
10 Sample Papers which gets further divided into comprises 5 solved and 5 self-assessment papers for out-and-out preparation
for better results. This best CBSE Reference Books for Class 11 exams 2022-23 is designed strictly as per the latest CBSE
sample paper guidelines and marking schemes released CBSE officials. CBSE Sample Paper Class 11 Accountancy, English
Core, Business Studies & Economics Exams 2022-2023 contain the latest solved CBSE sample papers for 2023 exams with
marking schemes to help students get familiar with the exam pattern for comprehensive learning. To make learning simpler for
CBSE class 11 students, 5 CBSE Sample Question Papers with high percentage to appear in exam are included in this best
CBSE Reference Books for Class 11 exams 2022-23. It include enhanced learning tools such as CBSE Exam 2023 Sample
Paper Analysis chart, along with On-Tips Notes and Revision Notes for robust preparation. This best CBSE Reference Books
for Class 11 exams 2022-23 contains valuable Mind Maps & Mnemonics which comes with 500+ concepts for blended learning.
CBSE Sample Paper Class 11 Accountancy, English Core, Business Studies & Economics Exams 2022-2023 includes
200+MCQs and Objective Type Questions for thorough practice to best results in CBSE class 11 exams 2023. While going
through this best CBSE Reference Books for Class 11 exams 2022-23, you need to align questions according to their difficulty
level. It’s believed to be the best way to understand your strengths and weaknesses while solving CBSE Sample Paper Class 11.
With the best CBSE Sample Paper Class 11 Accountancy, English Core, Business Studies & Economics Exams 2022-2023,
getting familiar with the areas that need your focus and the areas which are your strength becomes easier.
Blumenthal V. Brewer Jan 01 2020
Trans New Wave Cinema Oct 10 2020 This book presents a critical cultural study of the Trans New Wave as a cinematic
genre and explores its emergence in the twenty-first century. Drawing on a diverse range of texts, the cultural, social, aesthetic
and ethical implications of the genre are placed within the context of rapidly changing understandings of gender diversity. From
the cinematic borderlands of independent film festivals to wider public recognition via digital technologies, the genre
encompasses a diverse range of texts from short films, documentaries, experimental films, to feature films and narratives that
range across life histories, narratives and themes. The book presents transliteracy as an original theoretical approach to reading
film representations of the Trans New Wave, and combines it with a new theoretical concept of cinematic ethnogenesis to
investigate how the genre emerged from specific communities and the reciprocal interaction of audiences and texts. This
interdisciplinary volume engages with contemporary issues of gender diversity, transgender studies, screen and media studies
and film festival studies, and as such will be of great interest to scholars working in these fields and in media and cultural
studies more generally.
Libya's Fragmentation Nov 03 2022 After the overthrow of the Qadhafi regime in 2011, Libya witnessed a dramatic
breakdown of centralized power. Countless local factions carved up the country into a patchwork of spheres of influence.
Almost no nationwide or even regional organizations emerged, and no national institutions survived the turbulent descent into
renewed civil war. Only the leader of one armed coalition, Khalifa Haftar, managed to overcome competitors and centralize
authority over eastern Libya. But tenacious resistance from armed groups in western Libya blocked Haftar's attempt to seize
power in the capital Tripoli. Rarely does political fragmentation occur as radically as in Libya, where it has been the primary
obstacle to the re-establishment of central authority. This book analyzes the forces that have shaped the country's trajectory since
2011. Confounding widely held assumptions about the role of Libya's tribes in the revolution, Wolfram Lacher shows how war
transformed local communities and explains why Khalifa Haftar has been able to consolidate his sway over the northeast. Based
on hundreds of interviews with key actors in the conflict, Lacher advances an approach to the study of civil wars that places the
transformation of social ties at the centre of analysis.
World-wide workforce I May 29 2022 This first edition of ‘World-wide workforce’ provides you with a comprehensive analysis
of recruiting practices for the countries: Brazil, Canada, China, Costa Rica, Denmark, France, Germany, Italy, Mexico, Panama,
Peru, Russia, South Africa, South Korea, Sweden, the United Arab Emirates and the United Kingdom. The comparative desk
research, the focus interviews with, and online polling of HRM professionals showed us the competitive advantage of
understanding how cultural factors can affect job search strategies. Simply because domestic recruiting conventions often differ
from those from elsewhere. This book provides an easy-to-use reference for those aiming at a cross-border career.
Vote Buying in Indonesia Jan 31 2020 Muhtadi’s analysis of vote-buying in post-democratization Indonesia is original,
profound, subtle, nuanced, and convincing as well as beautifully organized and well written. Equally important, its imaginative
policy prescriptions will be widely read and cited as a significant contribution to the literature of comparative electoral politics.
—William Liddle, Ohio State University, USA This book presents a pathbreaking analysis of vote-buying in Indonesia.
Drawing on a stunning array of evidence, Muhtadi reveals the mechanics, patterns and effects of vote-buying with
unprecedented clarity. [Title] is a must read for anyone interested in Indonesian politics or in the comparative politics of
clientelism. —Edward Aspinall, Australian National University, Australia This book contains a trove of interesting research
questions, a novel theoretical contribution, impressive empirical work, and a deep and nuanced understanding of the Indonesian
case. —Allen Hicken, University of Michigan, USA This book is open access under a CC BY 4.0 license. This book
investigates the impact of vote buying on the accountability of democratic institutions and policy representation in newly
democratic countries, with a focus on Indonesia. In doing so, the book presents a wide-ranging study of the dynamics of vote
buying in Indonesia’s young democracy, exploring the nature, extent, determinants, targeting and effectiveness of this practice.
It addresses these central issues in the context of comparative studies of vote buying, arguing that although party loyalists are
disproportionately targeted in vote buying efforts, in total numbers—given the relatively small number of party loyalists in
Indonesia—vote buying hits more uncommitted voters. It also demonstrates that the effectiveness of vote buying on vote choice
is in the 10 percent range, which is sufficient for many candidates to secure a seat and thus explains why they still engage in
vote buying despite high levels of leakage. Burhanuddin Muhtadi is a lecturer at State Islamic University, Jakarta. He is also an

executive director of Indonesian Political Indicator and Director of Public Affairs at Indonesian Survey Institute (LSI). He has
published his articles in numerous scholarly journals.-The Road to Tingle Creek Jul 31 2022 When an arsonist shatters Connie Sullivan’s perfect world again, her instinct for
survival and support from her friends make it possible for her to begin again. Protecting those around her is difficult when she
has lost so much, but giving up is not in her genes. No one knows what the future holds, but with good friends and canine
support, she’s ready to find out.
Poor's Manual of Railroads Apr 27 2022 "With an appendix containing a full analysis of the debts of the United States, the
several states, municipalities etc. Also statements of street railway and traction companies, industrial corporations, etc."
(statement omitted on later vols.).
Legislative Calendar May 17 2021
Special Event Production: The Process Aug 20 2021 This must-have guide to special event production looks deep behind the
scenes of an event and dissects what it is that creates success. It analyses the process - the planning and business aspects - to
provide a unique guide to producing a variety of events from weddings to festivals. It explains thoroughly budgeting and
resource concerns, planning and cost projections and the role of the well-crafted proposal. This new edition has been
significantly updated to include: Three new chapters: Event Design, Information Technology and Sustainability and Event
Production. Updated and new case studies from USA, Canada , India, Russia and Malaysia. New Industry Voice feature,
including an interview with industry experts from around the world commenting on their experiences of event planning and
production. New content on: technology, volunteers, venues and PR and marketing. Enhanced online resources including:
PowerPoint lecture slides, checklists, glossaries, additional questions and challenges, web links, sample contract templates,
production schedule templates, and evaluation forms. Incorporating pedagogical features, this easy-to-read book is packed with
photographs, diagrams, flow charts, checklists, sample forms, and real-life examples. It steps through the whole process from
the creativity and proposal at the outset, to budgeting, the contract and risk management with event follow up to conclude. A
must have resource for event planners, managers, caterers and students. This text is part two of a two book set - also available is
Special Events Production: The Resources (978-1-138-78567-0). This book offers an in - depth guide to the technical aspects of
a big event such as lighting and audio systems, visual presentation technology, special effects and temporary outdoor venues.
From Cold War To Hot Peace Jul 19 2021 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER | From the diplomat Putin wants to
interrogate—and has banned from Russia—comes a revelatory inside account of US-Russia relations across the three decades
following the Cold War. In 2008, when Michael McFaul was asked to leave his perch at Stanford and join an unlikely
presidential campaign, he had no idea that he would find himself at the beating heart of one of today’s most contentious and
consequential international relationships. As President Barack Obama’s adviser on Russian affairs, McFaul helped craft the
United States’ policy known as “reset” that fostered new and unprecedented collaboration between the two countries. And then,
as US ambassador to Russia from 2012 to 2014, he had a front-row seat when this fleeting, hopeful moment crumbled with
Vladimir Putin’s return to the presidency. This riveting inside account combines history and memoir to tell the full story of USRussia relations from the fall of the Soviet Union to the new rise of the hostile, paranoid Russian president. From the first days
of McFaul’s ambassadorship, the Kremlin actively sought to discredit and undermine him, hassling him with tactics that
included dispatching protesters to his front gates, slandering him on state media, and tightly surveilling him, his staff, and his
family. From Cold War to Hot Peace is an essential account of the most consequential global confrontation of our time.
Insight, 14 April 2014 Sep 20 2021
How Power Shapes Energy Transitions in Southeast Asia Jun 29 2022 An understanding of the role of energy-related
governance systems and the conditions required for a shift towards renewables in developing countries is urgently needed in
order to tap into the global potential of low-carbon development. Although renewable energy sources have become technically
feasible and economically viable, social and political factors continue to persist as the most critical obstacles for their
dissemination. How Power Shapes Energy Transitions in Southeast Asia conceptualizes power for the field of sustainable
energy governance. Based on empirical findings from the Philippines and Indonesia, the book develops an analytical approach
that incorporates power theory into a multi-level governance framework. The book begins with a profound background on
renewable energy development around the world and presents major trends in development cooperation. A power-based multilevel governance approach is introduced that is rooted in development thinking. Examining how coordination and power
relations shape the development and dissemination of renewable energy technologies, the book also shows how decentralization
affects low carbon development in emerging economies. Sparking debate on the ways in which energy transitions can be
triggered and sustained in developing countries, this book will be of great interest to students and scholars of renewable energy
development and environmental politics and governance as well as practitioners in development cooperation.
America the Strong Aug 27 2019 Summarizes the five fundamental principles of conservatism, discussing why they are worth
preserving and the role they have played in the formation of the United States.
Milton Friedman and Economic Debate in the United States, 1932–1972, Volume 1 May 05 2020 Milton Friedman is widely
recognized as one of the most influential economists of the twentieth century. Yet no previous study has distilled Friedman’s
vast body of writings into an authoritative account of his research, his policy views, and his interventions in public debate. With
this ambitious new work, Edward Nelson closes the gap: Milton Friedman and Economic Debate in the United States is the
defining narrative on the famed economist, the first to grapple comprehensively with Friedman’s research output, economic
framework, and legacy. This two-volume account provides a foundational introduction to Friedman’s role in several major
economic debates that took place in the United States between 1932 and 1972. The first volume, which takes the story through
1960, covers the period in which Friedman began and developed his research on monetary policy. It traces Friedman’s thinking
from his professional beginnings in the 1930s as a combative young microeconomist, to his wartime years on the staff of the US

Treasury, and his emergence in the postwar period as a leading proponent of monetary policy. The second volume covers the
years between 1960 and 1972— years that saw the publication of Friedman and Anna Schwartz’s Monetary History of the
United States. The book also covers Friedman’s involvement in a number of debates in the 1960s and 1970s, on topics such as
unemployment, inflation, consumer protection, and the environment. As a fellow monetary economist, Nelson writes from a
unique vantage point, drawing on both his own expertise in monetary analysis and his deep familiarity with Friedman’s writings.
Using extensive documentation, the book weaves together Friedman’s research contributions and his engagement in public
debate, providing an unparalleled analysis of Friedman’s views on the economic developments of his day.
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